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The provision of urban green connector provides manyopportunities and benefits to people and, 

indeed, to manyother living creatures. An obvious example is how thesegreen patches (or commonly 

known as open and greenspaces) can provide opportunities for social activities suchas jogging and 

walking, which yield intangible benefits suchas improved mental and physical health. It is 

evidencefrom the literature that there is a growing awareness of theimportance of open and green 

spaces in enhancing thequality of urban dwellers’ lives. Hence, the following fourprojects in this 

chapter explore the potential of enrichingurban setting in fulfilling the urban population’s needs. 

 

The first three projects by Lim Mei Fang, Kong Kok How andVelerie Lim Sheang Leng manifest nature 

in an urban settingof Kuala Lumpur city by creating livable and enjoyableurban square, green 

corridors and urban parks that canhelp to improve people’s health, both physically andemotionally. 

In these three projects, the benefits of openand green spaces were fully emphasized where a range 

ofopen and green spaces of varying types and of high qualitywith good facilities are provided which 

surely would benefitthe residents, businesses and investors to the city.Similarly, the project of Johor 

Bahru Urban WaterfrontDevelopment by Mustapha Ali in this chapter alsoattempts to provide linear 

open and green spacesthat may transform the waterfront fabric of Johor Bahrucity into meaningful 

spaces that encourage socialinteraction among urbanites as well as attractingbusinesses and 

investors. 

 

The essential characteristics and potential roles of urbanopen space and green space are explored in 

all of thefour projects in this chapter. Their roles and benefits fora range of purposes such as 

improving environmental,social, economic and health and well-being conditionsare also considered 

in designing the city’s open andgreen space which may qualify as being of ‘highquality’ spaces. Four 

young landscape designers offour urban green spaces projects in this chapter strive toillustrate the 

diversity of different types of green spacesthat is now considered as an important component forthe 

progress and development of particular city andwill enhance the quality of urban dweller’s lives. 
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